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OBJECTIVE 

1. The objectives in visiting Kabul, Afghanistan, were: 

11 
CCODAPI): 

In co-operation with government counterpart~ 

To discuss details of the governaent's request for 
technical assistance in building up national capability 
and establishing a Training Centre for industrial managemeut. 

2) 

including 
years. 

To discuss 
its area 

and clarify the function of 
of activities for the 

ttie Centn~, 

coming five 

3) To prepare a technical report and draft project 
document containing: 

(i) Proposals for training activities (including Training of 
trainers) in order to build up national capability of the cadre 
of the Central Office for Development and Promotion of Private 
Investment; 

(ii> Proposals for effective institutional schemes of 
the Centre and its functions. 

~~PROACH 

2. The Official was on Mission for one month i11 kabul, during 
which time he visited 12 enterprises from the v1·ivate sector, 5 
Ministries, 1 Afghan Manufacturers Associaliu11. 1 women's 
organization, the National Exhibitions Park, the Indu~trial Park 
and the Industrial Development: Bank of Af~hanistau raot to mention 
the Central Office for Development and Pron1utio11 of Private 
Investment (CODA PI). The main thrusts of his act i "i't ies were: 

- To observe of the industrial private HeL"tv1·,. 
- To discuss policies developed by relevarat .~liuislrien. 
- To assess the needs for, strenathening COUAf'l'. 
- To clarify the needs' for building up ur1 lraduHtrial 

Manaeement Training Centre with CODAl-'l as molht!r 
institution. 
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PkESE~T SITUATION 

Before the Revolution (1978) the governmeht's aim ~as to 
concentrate and centralise aost of the industries in the Public 
Sector. At this tiae, the private sector had been very active 
for many years but was not considered as an important economic 
agent. To day, the government's policy has changed. The Private 
Sector will be developed in order to increase the over-all 
manufacturing outputs. Many decisions have been taken to 
facilitate the creation of new enterprises. In terms of policy, 
law and regulations, banking, supporting institutions, al•ost 
everything is there but, unfortunately, the war has created so 
many economical and social disturbances that although most of the 
entrepreneurs and manufacturers have kept their businesses 
running, the constraints to be faced are numerous (j~st to 
mention a few: conscription which takes out of the industry men 
between 16 and 45 years old, emigration, sometimes physical 
destruction, transport impossible or very difficult and 
e~pensive, lack of energy supply and also, the interruption of 
technical bi-lateral or international assistance, or the freeze 

of all joint-ventures) and ~o day, even if the 60vernment poli~~ 
is satisfactory, Afghan. industrial development will depend 
mainly on the possibility of bringing quick and effective 
solutions to the brain-drain and skilled manpower hemorragy, 
since some of the emigrated skilled workers will be keen to 
return home but many gocd technicians and managers will not. The 
question clearly formulated is: how to compensate for the 
manpower loss?. 

The handicrafts and cottage industry and the medium or 
bigger scale industries contribute together . about 12 ~ of the 
GDP. This contribution to GDP could be easily doubled within one 
d~~aJe if the manpower problem was solved. 

The present Hissio~ Report will highlight the situation, as 
it has been perceived during the mission, and propose some 
practical solutions to the above mentioned problems. 

SECURITY 

ll is possible to fly from Kabu) to Mazar-i-Sharif easily 
and possible to work in such areas with minimum risk. It is 
hoped that the over-all situation will improve and permit access 
to other parts of the country. As far as a project for 
industrial mana«i~•ent trainint is concerned, Kabul and Mazar-i
Sharif would represent about 50% of the industrial field. 
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FI~DI~GS 

Despite the war, most of the Entrepren~~urs have kept their 
business running, what ever be the hard conditions. 

Among the main difficulties we can mention: 

Hemorragy of skilled workers, 
(conscription for the men between 
emigration, or displacements). 

technicians and aanagers 
16 - 45 years old, or 

Necessity to employ very young people (children between 9 
and 15/16 years old) who have not yet the required forces to do 
the job. Necessity also to proaote "old" workers at the level of 
supervisors (45-60 years old) eventhough they do not have 
appropriate education, technical knowledge or profile for that 
kind of job. 

Production quality has decreased in many cases due to the 
departure of quality control technicians, or of the trainers or 
of experienced supervisors. 

The difficuit situation over the 
almost all kind of technical assistance 
Host of the joint-ventures have been 
documentation joes not come anymore. 
nevertheless authorized. 

years h~s also stopped 
from foreiin countries. 

freezen. The technical 
Travel for business is 

' The enterprises have to face lack of electricity and power 
shcttages. Although most firas are equipped with generators, 
the, shortages of fuel •akes the maintaining of production 
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d1fficul~. from the black market, 
IO times the official cost. 

the fuel available can cost 

Transportation is a big problem when the country is 
landlocked like Afghanistan is. Depending on the neighbouring 
countries state of political relationships, transportations is 
often delayed or stopped for a while. With USSR, transports in 
transit is possible. Procureaent of equipments or raw materials 
is now possible by air freight, with direct flights from some 

countries. 

Procurement of raw materials is not easy even for domestic 
raw materials: tannery for example, where there is a lack of 
hides which are exported through the Pakistan border, unprocessed 
and ofte~ without paying any taxes, •ean,;hile the shoe-making 
industry .s short of hides. 

Spare parts are not available but local 
sometimes can replace the missing items. 

production 

Additional to the lack of skilled workers, some enterprises 
have reached a fair level of quality but many minor defaults are 
remaining because of a lack of accurate equipment, special tools 

or attachments. 

For many manufacturing activ~ties, the products cannot be 
improved because of lack of expertise, know-how, knowledge of 
new better adapted technologies (leather-goods, fur goods, shoes
making, furniture). All Entrepreneurs, without any exception, 
request to be technically assisted with specialized expertise. 

~hen there is no problem of technology, they would like to ' 
be advised on product design (for export) or in •arketing ' 
practices or commercial documentation (which markets for export? 
How to get in touch?). 
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The motto seems to be "please dura'l let us alone like 
that without any possibility to look at ra~w techniques, new 
products. We shall not re-invent every process, please help us in 
expertise and info and then, we can do the job properly, by 
ourselves". It is difficult not to agree with them! 

The CODAPI (See further the special chapter about CODAPI). 

CODAPI is understaffed in teras of Expertise (Production, 
Finances/Accounting, Econoaic, Consultancy and Training Methods). 

The functioning budget is inadequate. Some useful visits are 
not paid just because the aonthly allocation of fuel to run 
the coo~PI's cars is consumed long before the enrl of the month. 

Difficulties experienced in hiring 
people, due to low salaries. 

(very scarce) right 

The CODAPI staff would like to be trained specifically in 
Industrial Management Development. They would know about the 
Entrepreneurship DevP-lopment Programmes. 

NEEDS FOR BUILDING AN "IHTC" 

There is an official request from the Government. All 
relevant Ministries visited agree on such a project and 
understand already clearly which advantages could be taken from 
it, in their own sphere of activity. 

The Afghan Manufacturers Association is just waiting impatiently 
for such a "IHTC". 

Industrial Serais Project AFG/85/018 - Extension Services for 
Industrial Serais. See the Annex C where a detailed technical 
note has been written about it. 
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CO~CLUSlON AND RECOHHENDATlONS 

not any kind of Management Training Institution in 
The Engineer College and Polytechnics or Trade 

not in charge of providing the students with 
techniques. The set up of an IMTC would be an 

answer to the industrial needs. 

There is 
Afghanistan. 
School are 
managerial 
adequate 

The government has taken extremely positive actions in 
order to develop the Private Sector, during the last 3 years. 

The main constraint discovered during the mission is the 
severe lack of skilled workers, technicians and man~gers. The 
only practical solution for such a problem is the lauching of an 
Industrial Management Training Centre, under the very effective 
CODAPI, ~hose aim will be to accelerate the development of the 
industrial productivitv 

Productivitv increase is the onlv possible solution. 

In 3 years, the productivity should be improved by 30%. 
Such an improvement would compensate 30% of the absent operators 
and technicians or managers. In this respect the project 
AFG/88/251 could be considered as an emergency programme. 
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:\!llNEX A 

VISITS 

25th January 1990 

UNDP D. Hanson, OIC 

The Official has been immediately provided ~ith adequate 
documents related to other projects •ore or less connected with 
the mission, or general socio-economic data. 

A tentative programme for visits was already prepared and 
some appointments made. 

27th January 1990 

UNDP - Meeting with D. Manson OIC. 

Ministry of Planning 

Hr. K. Azizi Deputy Minister 
Hr. Y. Ayoubi Foreign Economic Relations 
Hr. N. Bekeran, Head of UN Affairs, Foreign Economic Relations 

Hr. K. Azizi pointed out the interest taken by the 
government in developing the Private Sector of Industry and agro
allied industry, as well as·handicrafts, which contribute more 
than Afs. 4 billion to the value of the gross products of the 
factory portion. The gross product of the private portion 
(factory and handicraft) will make more than 53% of the country's 
total gross product in the industrial sector. A growth ratP. of 
3.3% is anticipated. (Factory portion: 56% growth, handicrafts: 
25%,. 
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The government policy a~out the development of the private 
sector is illustrated by severdl vital decisions: 

- The building up of the Central Off ice for Development and 
Promotion of Private Investment (CODAPIJ(1987). 
The Domestic and Foreign Private Investment Law in year 1987. 

- The set up of the first Industrial Serai, in Kabul. 
- The Creation of the Industrial Park in the Pull-i-Charkhi area 

and its foreseen extension. 

The Consultant explained how an Industrial Management 
Training Centre would be a useful tool for CODAPI, mainly in 
providing the Basic Management Practices to the Industrialists 
with emphasis on Enterprene~rship Development ProgralllJlles. 

Asking questions about a possible privatis~tion of some 
Public Sector Enterprises such as Jangalak and also to which 
extent joint-ventures could be established, the answer is clear: 
Yes - All Ministries are ready to help it. 

The development of the industrial private sector is well 
supported by the government, and the Industrial Development Bank 
of Afghanistan (IDBA) is providing the potential Entrepreneurs 
with the needed loans. 

CODA PI 

Meeting with Mr. A. W. As~efi, President General. 
Discussion about the building up of an Industrial Management 
Training Centre under CODAPI. Exchange of views. Decision to 
start collaboration between the Vice-President of CODAPI and the 
four Presidents, Heads of Department (Planning, Evaluation of 
Projects, Technical Assistance, Handicrafts Coordination). 
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28Lh Jariuan· 199Q. 

"All Afghanistan Woaen's Council", Kabul (Training Centre). 

After discussion with Hrs. Pari Soltan-Mohamaadi, Region::il 
Adviser on Women in Development and Senior Adviser to UNIFEM ou 
Mission in Afghanistan, The Consultant was invited to visit the 
above mentioned Organization in order to make a short evaluation 
of the existing potentialities for developing a small garment 
production enterprise. The proposal coincides with one of 
UNIFEM's strategies which stipulates building on Afghan Women's 
traditional skills for increasing their opportunities for 
training, employment, better income and self-reliance.!/ 

The facilities of the Centre are good, many rooms for small 
workshops, an old but roomy building in good state. Sewing 
machinery and small equipments are still running, but only good 
enough to give the women a basic practice. Nevertheless, the 
products are relatively well finished. The quality of the carpet 
wea\·ing workshop is splendid, although the women work on looms 
lying horizontally on the ground. Some of the best pieces are 
exhibited in the Museum. The material cutting is purely 
traditional, as are the finishing operations. 

One hundred women are trai ·,~d every year in this place but 
the Women's Organization has other Centres of activity (almost 
500 women are receiving such training in Kabul and outside 
Kabul). 

Although the Centre has a show-room, sales of the products 
are not well organized nor stimulated. Nevertheless, the total 
sales value of the products contributes 25 percent of the year's 
budget of the Centre. 

If the "All Afghan Women's Council" could get the adequate 
technical assistance it requires, within next three years, it 
should become financially autonomous since pr~~uctiyity could 
easily be increased fourfold. 

Thi's subject was also raiseJ by and is of: great.. interest tc>-lJNIDO' s 
Industrial Human Resources Development Branch of the Department of 
.nd'ustrial Operations. It was agreed that they would contact ·uNIFEH directly 
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After 15 years of practice, productivity cannot be improved 
without the introduction of adequate technology and training 
adapted to new processes. A UNIDO Technical Assistance would be 
highly advisable for: 

1. Appraising the potential for the project. 
2. Project development and formulation. 
3. Training in industrial production processes and 

maintenance. 
4. Organizing of the enterprise (Industrial. Orgauizcstion, 

Status.) 
5. Technology anrl equipment. 
6. Financial and organizational management. 

The Ministry of Small Industry Promotion i.s suppo.-tive oj 

the idea. If the project is successful the cxpc~i~nce and 
expertise can be easily transferred to other productive 
activities, or multiplies in Kabul vicinity. Hundreds of women 
could be trained and provided with jobs. 

As the profitability (because of an existing potential 
market) will be appreciable as soon as the first "pilot project" 
is implemented, the Industrial Development Bank of Afghanistan 
(IDBA) would undoubtedly provide the new production units with 
adequate loans. The production units would be in the private 
sect.or. 

The impact on women's employment would be considerable. 
It is a low investment project. 

Meeting with CODAPI's Vice-Presidents and all Presidents, Head of 
Development. 

' ' 

(Mr. Abdul G., Nakhsbandi, Hr. Kayham, Afif, Azizi and, 
Ghiasi). First discussion about the details of the government's, 
request for technical assistance in building up national 
capahility and est~blishing a Training Centre for Industrial , 
Management. First a~alysis of the function of the centre and its ' 
pose i ble areas of ac,ti vi ty for the coming five years. 
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Comments are made further through the special chapter 
devoted to CODAPI. Present and Future. 

29 January 1990 

Afghan Har:·'1f2cturers Association (AHA Private Sec to:::-) 

Meeting with the AMA Vice-President F. R •. Ensaf, and Eng. 
Abdul Quddus Ma~ieed, Consultant attached to AMA. 

The AMA comprises of more than 300 Active Members (all 
Private Industrialists) and is very active. The AHA constitutes 
a link betwee11 its Members and the government. Obviously, the 
relaticnshi~s between this Association and CODAPI are excellent 
through a permanent and fruitful collaboration. 

The main facts mentioned were: 

80% of the skilled workers have emigrated, or have been 
conscripted by the army. This hemorragy has lead to a serious 
disruption of the industrial private sector and although the 
potential market is good, many orders cannot be satisfied due to 
the lack of skilled workers, supervisors or managers. There is a 
strong fear that the emigrated skilled workers and technicians or 
engineers will not come back to work in the country even after an 
expected settlement. 

The opportunity tu strengthen CODAPI and particularly in 
building up an Industrial Management Centre was received 
extremely positively. It is mentioned also that too many 
managers or so-called managers are now in charge just because the 
right ones are no longer available. As a result, the 
productivity is generally low, some quality problems are not 
solved, the machinery not properly maintained, serviced or 
repaired. There is a demand for basic management practices 
training (costing, pricing, production aanagement, quality 
control, 
and so 

marketing, 
on) It is 

finance, accounting, preventive maintenance 
also thought that an Enterpreneurship 
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Development Programme 
accelerate Industrial 
enterprise level. 

would certainly b~ ~f primary interest to 
developaent at medium and saall-scale 

In"·estment Law It is said t~at the translation of this 
Law is disc~table and some omissions are mentioned. A new version 
would be certainly welcome. Proposals are made in this regard. 
The Law should be more attractive for foreign investors. 

Sectorial off ices in the Ministries: It is underlined that 
... sectorial off ices do not simplify foraalities for ' 
entrepreneurs who would pref er to have only one interlocutor, 
CODAPI, which has been created with the whole responsibility for 
projects identification, evaluation and technical assistance for 
implementation. 

It is suggested to move these Sectorial Offices from the 
relevant Ministries to CODAPI where the concentration, exchange 
of information and co-operation, would be of benefit the 
Ministries themselves and more for importantly the poten~ial 

Entrepreneurs. CODAPI shares the same opinion. 

30th January 1990 

Hoechst Pharmaceutical Factory-Kabul. 

A Joint-venture enterprise, 51% government, 49% Hoechst. A 
very good example of what a joint-venture well established can 
being in the country in terms of organization, technology, 
industrial management., training, production quality, results. 

The plant organization is perfect. The workers, 65~ women, 
35% men, are well trained and enjoy t.o working in such an 
enterprise. 

Hoechst Kabul has 
market. The factory 
of shortages of fuel. 

presently taken 45% of the 
runs in one shift instead of two 

national 
because 
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The main problem is the procureaent of the raw aaterials 
(no~, imported by air freight). Working conditions are very good. 
Salaries and wages satisfactory. 

Although the sale prices are slightly higher than those of 
its competitors, since the quality is known to be the best, there 
are no sales difficulties. 

The mixity of workers does not create any problems. This 
point is important for the future. Since more and aore, women 
~ill have to replace the missing people at work and they 
certainly will progressively take a •ore important place in 
Afghanistan's development. 

Zaher Nazir (Fruit processing) Raisin 

There are about 20 small enterprises involved in raisin 
processing. Before the revolution, 65,000 Tons were exported, 
now, only 40,000 T. This factory exports 300 T/year (100S of the 
production. SOS to USSR, 30S to England, 20S to Geraany. 

The manpower strength is 120 persons whereof 45 are 
permanent staff. 

Although there is a line production process, the facilities 
are not very sophisticated and the quaiity of products could be 
certainly i•proved. There is a Raisin Institute which controls 
the quality of exported raisin. 

The opportunity to create a Co-operative, or any association 
of small exporters in order to improve packaging, quality 
control during the process, and the capacity to pay for adequate 
advertising, has been discussed. 

' 
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Jaru Nut Factory - raisin processing. 

DG: Dr. Rahim Akbar. 3,000 Tons/year Pxported to US~~' 
England, Germany and ~ranee. Simple but very good organization 
and lay-out. The first. choice seems really to be of fin>t 

quality. 

It is obvious that 50~ of the dried raisin is exported to 

eSSR but at a very low price and also at a very poor level of 

quality. ls it. the best solution? 

The work is complicated due to the fact that 2 \"ery 

different levels of quality co-exist. The cost of the process 
for export to Europe, or Japan, is 4 or 5 tiaes more expensive 
than to USSK. (Why not rediscuss the terrus of Contracts with 
t.he USSR in order to improve quality and consequently the income 

of exporters?). 

The Afghan raisin which is certainly among the best in the 
world is a valuable national product and would normally procure 
much more income if the packaging process and marketing 

practices were improved. 

31st January 1990 

National Exhibition Parks (at Chaman Hozeri) 

In 
place. 
visited. 

the past, was very active. It is now a too ~uch quiet 
The facilities are exceptionally good, unf~rtunately not 

For the future, when a settlement is there, new 

act~vities 

park. 

could be imagined to • ed this particularly pleasant 

Why not as a Commercial an~ Exhibition Centre? 
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Leather and AHO Shoe Factory, Kabul 

President: 
said Abdul Hesen. 

Hoha .. ad Shah Raaatyar. Production Manager ~rag. 

This ~11terprise is an interesting example of integrated 
production, starting with the slaughtering, tannery of hides and 
shoe aaking. The aachinery is old but still in good condition. 
The problems of lack of skilled workers is also to be faced here. 
Lack of good Technicians and Supervisors Loo. Oldest workers have 
been proaoted to replace those who left the country, or the job 
for conscription. Although the quality of the leather is 
generally good, in the manufacturing process, many defaults 
occur. The workers are not sufficiently trained, experienced 

technicians have left the country. 

The production is about 300 hides and 1,000 pairs of shoes 
per day. This output could be easily doubled if the raw material 

procurement difficulties were solved. 

Too many hides unprocessed, are illegally 
Pakistan. Some limitation and regulations should be 

by the relevant Ministry. 

exported to 
established 

Because of the highly added value produced by AHO, a special 
effort should be made to provide' them with the needed raw 

I 

materials. The present ex~ort of hides unprocessed does not give 

any appreciable income to the country. 

AHO is requestinl UNIDO assistance in two areas: 1) 
Improvement of Tannery Technolo•y 2,) laprove•ent in shoe making 
process. A study tour for the Production Manager would be of 
1reat help. The present first quaiity of some products could 
i1n11ediately become exportable if some ainors improvements were 

made at the desi1n sta1e. 
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J ~t Ft:bruarv 1990 

MjJli Plastic <Shoe Factory) 

President.: 
shifts. 3 
functioning. 

Hr. Awaz Ali. Manpower strength: 100. Working in 3 
supervisors. l Production Manager 15 ~ears of 

100% Afghan Capital. 

Thanks to t.he use of first quality raw aaterial and good 
machinery (4 automatic cycles aolding aachines) the products are 
good. Problems with aouids being very expensive and not 
repairable in Afghanistan. One new aachine is on order. The 
market is import.ant. Milli Plastic can easily compete with the 
importations from Pakistan. Same probleas as other industrialists 
<electricity and fuel shortages). The yearly production of 
1,200,000 pairs of plastic shoes could easily be increase if 
these difficulties i.ere alleviated and although 20 other 
competitors run Lhe same kind of business in Kabul. 

Large 
The co!>t..s 
anticipated 

problem ~ith industrial cost.in~ and 
of ra~ aat.erials are fluctuating 
changes of cost are not made. As a 

sales pricing. 
rapidly. The 
result. the last. 

exercise was not beneficial. There is no accounting specialist.. 
It is obvious t.hat the lack of technical knowledge at the level 
of costing, pricing, budget control costs a lot to the 
enterprise. This is typically a problea which would be solved 
t~ith the availability of an Industrial Management Training Centre 
under CODAPI. At least, one hundred accountants are immediately 
needed. 

Bakhtar Bicvcles 

President: F.U.R. Ensaf. 
llic.:~·c le assembly-line. All parts imported from USSR. Good 
quality of work. 25,0~0 bicycles sold this year, expected sales 
for next year: 40,000 at a very attractive price ( 50 " lower 
than Indian and Chinese imports). The potential market is huce. 
~hy not to launch 2 or 3 other assembly lines to Hazar-i-Sharif, 
Herat or Kandahar? 
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~aturdav, 3th of February 1990 

Industrial Serai .. 83.ricote" in Kabul 

Visit with Mr. Yaraaru, Vice-President of the lUliA and the tea• 
of (•residents of units (21) housed by the Sercli. 

The IDB.A (Industrial Developaent bank of Afghanistan) has 
alr~ady made operational in Kabul a first so-called "Serai" (a 
handicraft and saall industry centre or park). 

The existing Serai No: 1 naaed Baricote, has beera located 
in Kabul town since 1983. It is the only one in Afghanistan. 
T~o visits have been paid by the Consultant to Industrial Serai 
of Kabul. The second one in order to consider aore in detail the 

range of products. 

The building ~tself has been used without wodification; it 
~as not really conceived to house handicrafts and small-schle 
enterprises, nevertheless the 21 units enjoy it mainly because 
electricity power and water supply are available 24 hours/24. 
Garment workshop, tailoring, leather goods production, knitting, 
carpet/rug weaving, plastic shoe aaking are among the most 
popular activities. An IDBA Official is in charge of the Serai. 
The Serai cannot accommodate much more than 500 employees 
!presently 450. 2,000 square meters). The rental is very 
moderate. After six years of existence, the Serai No: 1 proved 
to be satisfactory for the users themselves who can exchange 
experience, advices, ideas or share some facilities, and for IDBA 
~hich is capable to keep a general supervision of the whole and 
also advice on loans and repayments. It must be unrlerlined that 
JDBA can get easily the repayments at almost 100 X. This is 
quite exceptional and prove the advantages of such a Serai 
organization. It aust be aentioned also that the small-scale 
entrepreneurs have reaained within :the Serai and continue to aake 
their activities profitable. 
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Some of the !...ini ts ha'\·e already t.ried to get contracts 1 .. ,

PXp<1rl i ng one part of their products, but there are su11n~ 

shortcomings. Just to naae a re~: 

Machinery extre•ely pri•itive. Poor technologies. Lay-outs 
inadequate. Production aanageaent. and quality control poor. 
Industrial engineering work and tiae study unknown, siailarly 
there is no preventive aaint.enance. At the product. le\·el 
itself there is an obvious lack of good design, furt.heraore there 
is a need for marketing techniques. (surveys, sales, 

distribution export. pro•otion). 

for all these reasons, IDBA was desirous of obtaining such 
needed expertise and know-how to upgrade the present Serai No: 1. 
The idea is also to develop two others Serais better adapted, one 
in ~azar-i-Sharif for traditional handicrafts activities (carpet 
~ea'\·ing, fur and leather goods, eabroidery, jewelry, silk 
~eaving and so onl and another one in Kabul to house metal, wood 
and plastic ~orkshops. This is the aia of the UNIDO project 
"Extension services to Serais - AFG/85/018". Please refer to the 
Prodoc and see our short memo about it. 

Kabul Felez Factory 

40 workers during winter, 90 in summer time. 100% male horkers. 
Products: metal-~ood furniture for houses, offices, hospitals. 

The permanent staff (about 50) are paid even if there is not 
enough work to do. They are experienced and Kab~l Felez like 
other industrialists has to face the scarcity of skilled workers. 
This small-medium enterprise is very effectively managed. The 
leadership is competent. The general organization is pretty 
good, the workshops are well or1anized and clean. 

The products themselves are relatively well desi1ned and the 
quality is 1ood. Some of the classical items will be exported to 

l1SA, soon. 
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Ju~t two saall ~eakness points to mention: 

- The product design should be i•proved for export. 
- The asse•bly techniques could be also iaproved. (need to apply 

the "~alue Analysis" at the engineering - drawing stage). 

l\abul 
successful 
turnover, 
compared 
:\fs./year 

Felez, a good saaple (and good exaaple) 

small-medium scale private enter~rise, has 

300 million Afs. per year with 50-90 workers, 

1o;ith Jangalak Factories (public sector) 400 

with 1,500 eaployees. 

of a 
a good 

to be 
ail lion 

This enterprise (Kabul Felez), will develop quickly as the 
conditions in Afghanistan becoae normal (settleaent) and when 
the above suggested iaprovements take place. 

Sundav, 4th February 199Q 

~inistrv of Mines and Industries 
Meeting with Eng. Hotashebzada, Deputy Minister. 

The Deputy Minister would like to have the possibility of 
obtaining more technical information from UNIDO (his telex: 260 
~!INES AF) particularly the books about industrialization 
processes, industrialization projects methodology and so on. 

It is also agreed that Jangalak (Auto repairs and building, 
engineering, metal works, ••. ) still under the Ministry of Hines 
and Industry (public) could be transferred f~om public to 
private, but under some conditions (rather as a whole and not in 
separated factories or departments) concerning Jangalak, which 
has always been useful but at high cost for the gpvernment, for 
decades, it seems that the government generally, agrees on the 
possible and advisable privatization of this ~ig industrial 
compound. Th~ main question is certainly now, how, to do it? And 

it is not so easy. 
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We think that it is not possible to operate any trara:sfer 
from public to private sector without a preliminary technicul
economical study. It would be certainly of priae iaportance for a 
l!N agency like, UNIDO to consider this aia as a project. wh·.>~e 

main objectives would be to determine the technical-indu~trial 

an~ financial value of the fixed assets: 

- Buildings, parks, store houses. 
- Machinery, equipaents and tools. 
- Manpower importance in terms of know-how. 

Then, to aake a marketing survey, in order to find out , 
which are the aore desiable products to be kept in production, 
after redesigning. 

Then, to look for potential "entrepreneurs", successful 
entrepreneurs, selected from the private sector, who would wish, 
lo exLend their present range, or volume of production. Then, to' 
prepare the framework of contracts (renting, leasing, buying, ' 
statusl between the Ministry in charge, CODAPI, IDBA, Afghan 
Manufacturers Association and the candidates. 

Jangalak could be a fantastic tool for the country, but the' 
success of such transfer depends mainly on the right approach and' 
adequate treatment of the problem. It is really a project to be,: 
considered and implemented like an important industrial project,, 
has to be. 

Industrial Development Bank ~f Afghanistan (!OBA) 
President: Mr. Hayatullah Azizi. 

The IDBA o~ned by the government is a specialized:: 
de,·elopment bark, providing medium and long term credits to the,, 
manufacturing sector, in particular to small and medium scale,, 
industries and also tn handicrafts activities (70 persons where" 
of 20 are engineers1. Meeting with Mr. H. Azizi, IDBA President," 
:OJr. Yarmand, Vice-President and Eng. I\. Aziz, IDBA Project:: 
:'lanager. 
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Discussion about the Industrial Serais and their futur~. 

Objectives and activities of the UNIDO Project AFG/85/018, for 
which IDBA is the government executing agency. How the CODAPl 
strengthening and the launching of an Industrial Management 
Training Centre could provide some technical assistance to the 
Serais themselves in terms of aanagement practices. 

IDBA 
projects. 

enjoys this 
It is clearly 

idea to have two compleaentary UNIDO 
and once more said that the industrial 

sector, handicrafts and manufacturing, needs to be strengthened 
thanks to specialized expertise. It must be underlined that the 
handjcrafts and cottage industry subsector in Afghanistan is 
estim~ted to employ about 200,000 men and women and contribute to 
the G~•P by 6-7 %. 

The IDBA is also pleased to know that the CODAPI future 
Industrial Management Training Centre (IMTC) will take care of 
the medium and small-scale enterprises of the Industrial Park in 
Pull-i-Charkhi (Kabul) and of its future extension, as well as 
the enterprises located in Mazar-i-Sharif or other provinces. As 
IDBA has already established a representative office in Mazar, 
contacts will be eased. 

It is noticed that CODAPI and IDBA have close and 
relationship. Last but not least, IDBA although 

friendly 
being: a 

government owned bank has a dynamic behavior, like any priv•te 
commerce and industry development bank. IDBA mentioned also that 
there are no Management Consultancy firms in Afghanistan. The 
AFG/88/251 project is therefore of prime importance. 

r ' 
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Mondav, 5th February 1990 

Mir1istrv of Light Industries and Food-Stuff 

~eeting with Mr. Mir Ahmad Shah, Deputy Minister and Mr. Has~emy, 

President of Light Industry. 

22,000 workers are employed within this subsector. In Kabul, 
but also in Mazar-i-Sharif, the industrialists have kept their 
acLivities running, although the present working conditions are 
bad. Very interested to know that CODAPI will set up an 
Industrial Management Training Centre (IMTC), the Deputy Minister 
insists on the provincial needs for management development and 
training, Mazar-i-Sharif but also H~rat and Kandahar should be 
taken into consideration by the project. It is said also that 
the country needs not only engineering graduates but also 
assistant engineers, technicians and supervisors. 

~inistrv of Asriculture 

Meeting with Dr. Aboubakr, Deputy Minister. 

95 % of the products come from the agriculture private 
sector. Therefore, important efforts are made to develop it 
rapidly in order to increase the production of food. Farm 
production ha~ fallen by substantial amounts since 1978 and the 
fall in production of animal fodder has been as severe as the 
fall in the number of livestock. Several projects are planned to 
produce eggs, chickens, or cattle meat. (19 projects for Afs. 
Zi5 million in capital). Land is sold to the farmers at a low 
price (5,000 Afs/ha) by the government. Presently 157 projects 
in 9 provinces are under implementation (53 f?r iivestock, 
chicken poultry, cattle, 104 for agriculture itself). 

The main proh 1 _ill to face is the production of food for 
animals. 2 factories are expected to be funLtion1ng within the ' 
r1ext 2 years, one government owned with Bulgarian technical ' 
assistance, the second one, private with U~SR. There is alGo a 
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problem of energy, the existing gas is not pure enough to be used 
without being processed. Solar energy could offer good solutions 
if the UNDT\D project AFG/85/017 is successfully implemented in 
the near future. (Will it be?). 

The Ministry takes care of Veterinary meu1~.·i11e ( 11 

of vaccine doses are locally produced and administered 
c 1 inics, 80 smal 1 ones, 5 laboratories for diag11vsis) . 

millions 
(30 main 

In each project, additionally to technulo~ical aspects, the 
management practices cannot be let aside. Ho~ could the 300 
managers and assistants be trained in accounting, costing, 
pricing, budgets control, stock administratio11, preventive 
maintenance, sales? The future CODAPl/IMTC shvuld normally be 
cap1ible to train the managers in business-pla11 designing, and 
mana~ement practices. Would it be possible lo st!11d some of them 
an study toars? The Deputy Minister thinks that 160 projects 
which require inputs in technologies and management practices 
training, should be taken into consideration by UNDP, after a 
government request. 

Tuesdav, 6 Februarv 1990 

SALAR Engineering Workshop 
Eng. Salar, President. 

50 employees, whereof 20 are skilled operators, admiust. 6. 
semi or unskilled 24. All machines and tools are running and in 
good conditioA (lathes, grinding, boring, drilling machines to 
repair parts of engines like crankshafts, sleeves, valves. The 
capabilities of skilled ~orkers are at high level, some 
teenagers are really capable of operating the machines-tools ~ith 
precision. More than 500 engines per year are reconditioned 
here, partly or in whole. The enterprise has a roster of about 
2, 500 customers, "''. . ..: building itself is \'ery old and free space 
is scarce. Future development will be limited by the shortage of 

' 
spa~e. 
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The consultant explained the advantages of the cold 
metallisation by projection of particules which agglomerate and 
re-load the used parts. Salar Workshop is very interested i11 
such modern technology. They would like to receive short 
documentation and quotation from UNIDO. (see UNIDO engineering 
section, Project EMAHA, SlhASSO, HALI, where such a regeneration 
process has been utilized successfully). 

This medium enterprise has an important potential for future 
development and could be choosen as small pilot-unit to inject 
new technologi~s and processes. 

Other meetings' 

~eeting with His Excellency the Deputy Prime Minister 
Eng. Sa~:ed Amanuddin Amin (Economic Affairs) 

' H.E. came to CODAPI office to discuss with 
' 

CODAPI Presi4ent General and the UNIDO Consultant, 
opportunity to set _up under CODAPI, an Indu~trial 

Training Centre. 

' 

Mr. Assefi, 
about the 
Management 

H.E. ha~ given a general picture of th~ government policy 
for the pri vale sector particularly during the 'last three years. 

I 

- Creation of 'CODAPI under the Council of Ministers. 
- Ne'.: "Domestic and Foreign Private Investment 'Law (1987)" 

' The IDB..\' (Industrial Development Bank) is ,still on intensive 
activity and' will be the government Executing Agency for the 
Project AfG/8~/018 Extension Services for Industrial Serais. 

' 

The present Industrial Park of Pull-i-Ch~rkhi (Kabul) will 
be extended. Some other~ Industrial Parks will ,be created soon. 
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The go,•ernment expects to be capable of attracting foreign 
investment through joint-ventures, in order quickly obtain the 
required technologies and know-how. 

H.E. confirmed also his decision to appoint immediately some 
"Private Sector Liaison Officers" in 7 provinces. They will be 
selected, briefed and technically directed by CODAPI. 

H.E. kindly shared the consultant's opinion about the best 
~ay to face the negative effects of the past and present 
situation at the level of the manpower, conscriped or emigrated. 
Only a quick and important increase of the industrial 
productivity could alleviate the shortage of skilled workers, 
technicians and managers. An increase by 30 % within the next 3 
years ~ouldn't be unrealistic if the adequate inputs are injected 
into the private sector. 

It 
spread 
al read~· 
should 

immediately 
That CODAPI, 

has been agreed that a future IMTC should 
its actions in Kabul and outside Kabul. 
effective and well perceived by the entrepreneurs, 

have to launch be strenghtened. That the IMTC would 
special productivity development plans 
entrepreneurship development programmes for 
promotion. 

and special 
training and 

H.E. hopes that UNDP will consider favourably their request 
and that, very soon, the implementation will take place. 

Meetiug with the Deputy Chief for Asia and Pacific, UNDP N.Y. 

Mr. Pavel Kral, UNDP New York. Mr. Assefi (CODAPI). Mr. Azizi, 
P~esident of IDBA. Mr. L. Fernando and Mr. Murshedi UNDP Kabul. 

About the objectives of the projeLt "Extension Services for 
Industrial Serais" AFG/85/018, and its connection or 
complementarity with the Draft Project CODAPI "Industrial 
Management Training CenL~e (IMTC). The language used during the 
meeting sounded vPry "entrepreneur type"! 
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iu-16 Februarv 1990 

The Central Office for Developaent. and Promotion of Private 
ln~e~tment (CODAPI) 

Study of the 4 departments. Functions. Problems. The role of 
the future Industrial Management Training Centre (!HTC:. 
Possible evolution of CODAPI for the 5 coming years. 

Facilities 

CODAPI is accommodated in a very small building (a villa) 
the place is already cramped for 50 persons, CODAPI should move 
to a bigger and more convenient building. For the future IMTC, a 
separated building could be found near the Industrial Park in 
order to be very close to the entreprises. It can be also 
imagined that CODAPI would received a specialized new building 
big enough to accommodate also the IMTC. 

CODAPI has been set up in 1987, a bit later the Investment 
la~ was updated. CODAPI is placed under the Council of Ministers. 
The procedures regulating the CODAPI's activities have been 
established by CODAPI itself and approved by the Ministry of 
Justice and Council of Ministers. 

Internal Organization and Structure: 

President General: Mr. W. Assefi, Vice-President Mr. Nashbendi, 4 
presidents, Head of Departments. 50 staff whereof 18 graduates. 

Handicrafts and Manufacture Coordination Department 
I '.'Ir. Haykan) 

and 
!:>Ome 

Was supposed to make surveys on the existing 
statistics and also to study the possibilities 
of them particularly in trying to attract 

enterprises, 
of promoting 

the foreign 
in\'estors and 
ln for tuna le 1 >·, 

International Agencies technical assistance. 
the international agencies, due to the situation 
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iu the c·,untry, stopped their activities for •ost of the111. 
mean~hile another department called "Craftaen Union of 
Afghanistan" was created by the govern•ent with the saae purpose 
and ~as granted with privileges, as a result, Craftsaen becaae 
attracted b~· such an organization and deserted the CODAPI 
[lepartment.. 

This department decided tc· avoid any duplication araJ. 
therefore will be involved in the investigation activities (a 
section of Evaluation Departaent) which have until now been a 
little neglected because of the lack of trained staff available. 
This section will be upgraded at the level departaent and will 
replace the Handicrafts Departaent declining activities. (only 2 
staff in this Department). 

[,·aluation of Projects - Feasibility Studies Department: 
<Mr • .-\fifl 

Staff strength: 10 whereof 5 engineers graduates. 

During the last three years, more than 300 projects have 
been studied and approved by the relevant ministries and CODAPI 
(Board). The volume of work is already important and will 
regularly increase. The Department is lacking of documentation 
about technologies and specific industrial processes, sourcing of 
raw materials, machinery, equipment tools and instruments, 
prices, potential markets. A methodology technical assist.nee is 
highly expected from UNIDO in these areas as well as, basic 
informations on processes and recommended types of technologies 
and equipments. 

Inside the Department, a section named Investi&ation is 
supposed to check all implementations in terms of raw aaterials 
imported duLy free and other privileees in order to avoid any 
abuse. This section unstaffed until now will become a 

' Department, replacing Handicrafts. 
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Tcchuical Assistance Department (Ens. Azizi) 

This departaent is providing a kind of nursing lt:!chnical 
assistance to all new projects, in terms of forwalities (to get 
l~nd, construction permits and electricit~-water supply). 
Authorizations for procureaent of import rau a1~te1·ials or 
machinery. Services rendered are numerous. When a~ ~11tcrprise is 

supposed to export its products, the Department also eases the 
administrati,·e difficulties with Customs, in 01·d~r to get. the 
duty free, passports, travel authorizations, and so- on. All 
these ser-vices are ,·ery auch appreciated by the candidate 

enlrepeneurs. 

Many procedures should be reviewed and siaplified. The 
volume of work is important. Additionally to the new entrepi-ises, 
the Departments visit the existing enterprises to provide advice 
and similar services. It aust be aentioned that there is a lack 
of technical expertise for such conselling. Staff Strength: 11 

whereof only 3 are graduates. 

Planning Department (Eng. F. Ghiasi): 

Responsible for preparing the Yearly Plan for the 
Industrial Private Sector, looking over the entrepreneurs on a 
quarterly basis and ensuring that data related to their 
production or sales are collected. When an entreprenuer is not 
hitting his targets, the Planning Departaent enquires about the 
possible reasons, constraints and problems and proposes some 

solutions. 

The planning section is also responsible for contracts \>ith 
foreign countries, in order to expedite them when a joint

venture is under implementation. 

Follow-up of decrees, new regulat•ons for information of 
the CODAPI staff and Enterprises is also o~e of ll1ci r 
responsibilities. The planning Departaent is ~n charge of 
CODAPI foreign relations and fellowships. Department staff 

strength: 5 whereof 3 are graduates. 
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for all f?ur Departments administrative tasks repres~nt 

almost 60 % of the total volume of work. It is obvious that they 
need to computerize all information and to design tailored 
programmes for each Department. All depratments are in favour of 
this course of action. The time saved from administrative work 
will be converted into technical assistance and the improvement 

of evaluation methods. 

Staff 
50 persons, whereof 18 are graduates. The staff strength breaks 
down in specialities as follows: 
1 English, 1 Pedagogy, 1 Literature, 1 Education, 3 Law 
1 Financial Law, 2 Economic, 1 Electro-mechanic, 2 Chemical, 
2 Civil Engineering, 3 Hydrology 

As we can see, the range of technical specialities is not so 
bad, nevertheless we must stress the absence of graduates in: 

- Business Administration 
- t-lanagement 
- Marketing 
- Data Processing 
- International Business and Law 

Economic should also be increased at the level of PH.D. In 
technical field: Engineers in Textile, Tannery - leather goods, 

weaving areas are needed. 

Out. of 50 persons, only 34 can be called Managers, 
Graduates or Technicians. The others are support staff. 

A questionnaire applied by the Consultant gave interesting 
indications about what kind of occupations the CODAPI staff would 
prefer if they were allowed to 1et it: 

li Extension Services to Enterprises 
5 Traininl Activities 
2 Accounting 

Counsellinl 
Management and ~arketing 

' ' 
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1 General Management and Training 
1 Studies, Surveys and Research 

Pretty good range of wishes if we consider the aim of CODAPI. 

Age average for graduates: 40, for others 32. 

Aabiance of work, relationship, dynaais• are excellent. 
The leadership is strong and very active. 

Acth•i ties 

Out of 780 registered entreprises fro• the private sector, 
400 projects are still active despite many constraints generated 
by the si~uation in the country. That represents 13,140 workers 
wh~reof or1ly 5,500 are perman~nt staff, the others are eaployed 
on a te~porary basis. 330 projects have been studied and approved 
in the last 3 years. Hore than one hundred are expected per 
year, for the coming 3/5 years. Out of 330 projects, only 140 are 
implemented. If a project is not to big, nor too auch 
sophisticated in technology and equipment the project can be 
implemented in less than one year from conception, but 
depending on the sourcing of specific equipaent, it can take 
between two and three years. 

The main difficulties met in impleeenting the approved projects 
are: 
Availability of land. The first Industrial Park located at Pull
i-Charkhi (Kabul> is already fully occupied. 
An extension is foreseen which will double the present area. 
Delivery of machines and equipments: through others countriP.s 
(USSR, Iran, Pakistan). 
Ener•Y supply: frequent shorta•es of fuel 
Forei•n currency (hard) availability, domestic inflation. 
Lack of skilled manpower. 
Lack of •anagement. 

' It is obvious that a aettl~ment would solve almost immediately 
•ost of these problems. 
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ClJIJ . ..\f'l, toda\" and toamorrow 

CODAPI although a still young institution, 
efficiency and, its best perforaance is aay be to 
existing or potential entrepreneurs confident 
relationships are excellent not only with the 
themselves but also with the IDBA, the Chaaber of 
Industry and others Institutions. 

has proved it.s 
have aade the 
in it. The 
entrepreneurs 
co-erce and 

CODAPI is lacking expertise in 
production aanageaent, finances 
aanagement. In a word, CODAPI 
industrial manageaent techniques, 
also in aethodology. 

econoaics, aarketing sur,ey, 
and accounting, personnel 
needs to be strengthe1ed in 
business administration and 

There is no specific aechanism to identify the areas where 
potential projects could exist, to prepare opportunity studies 
or to assess the management training needs. Rehabilitation of 
industries has not yet been sufficiently considered but, because 
of its success, CODAPI is already and will be more and more 
solicited by the Governaent to be in charge of aany other 
responsibilities. There is a real danger of being 
overloaded, which will dissipate their ener&y. 

An Industrial Hanageaent Training Centre (IMTC) would 
bring an expertise for the CODAPI's staff stren&thening. 
Furthermore, the IHTC would be a tool very useful to develop 
quickly the existing enterprises. 

CODAPI is today perfectly aware of its shortcomings and 
limitations. Its willingness for self-iaproveaent is' strong and 
adequate inputs are expected. 
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ANNEX ~ 

LIST OF AGENCIES, ESTABLISHMENTS AND OFFICIALS VISITED 

UNDP 
Hr. R. Hountain, Resident Representative a.i., Kabul 
Hr. D. Manson, Senior Adain. Adviser, Kabul 
Hr. L. Fernando, Prograaae Officer, Kabul 
Mr. A.Z. Murshedi, Progra .. e Officer, Kabul 
Hr. P. Kral, UNDP New York, Deputy Chief, RBAP Division 

Government of Afghanistan 
Prime Minister: Hr. Aain, Deputy Pri•e Minister 

~inistrv of Planning 
~r. Khairullah Azizi, Deputy Minister 
~r. Yasin Ayoubi, President, Foreign Economic Relations Dept. 
~r. 'ajib Bekeran, Head of U~ Affairs, Foreign Economic Relations 

~inistrv of Industrv and Mines 
Mr. Mohtasib Zada, Deputy Minister 

~inistrv of Light Industrv and Food-Stuff 
~r. Ahmad Shah Hashemy, Deputy Minister 

~inistrv of Asriculture 
Dr. G. Aboubakr, Deputy Minister 

~omen Organization Institute, Kabul (Training) 
Mrs. Zahera Dadmal, Director 

Pri\·ate Sector 
Mr. A.W. Assefi, General President, Central Office for 
Development and Promotion of Private Investment (CODAPI) 
Mr. A. Nashbandi, Vice-President General (CODAPI) 
~r. Azizullah Azizi, President 
Mr. Farid Ghiasi, President, Planning Department 
~r. Ghalilullah Kayhan, President 
~r. A. Baqui Afif, President 
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Industrial De,·elopaenl Bank of Afghanist1:1n (IDB.Al 
Mr. Hayatullah Azizi, President 
Eng. A.R. Yaraand, Vice-President 
Eng. Hayatullah Aziz, Project Manager 

Afghan Manufacturers Association 
Hr. F.R. Ensaf, Vice-President 
Hr. Abdul Quddus Majeed, Consultant for AMA 

National Exhibition Park 

I~Dl'STRY 

Private Sector 

HOECHST Pharmaceutical 
Zaher Nazor (raisin processing) 
Jam ~ut lFruits processing) 
AH«) Shoes Factory, kabul 
Hari Plastic Factory 
Bakhtar Bicycles 
Kabul FELEZ Factory (metal furniture) 
SALAR Engineering workshop 
Solar energy project 

Industrial Serai: 21 projects 
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TO Mr. Ross Mountain, Resident Representative a.i. UNDP 

FROM Raymond Stiabre, UNIDO Consultant 

DATE 17 February 1990 

~ote on a possible "UNDP Package" for rehabilitation 
and industrial development 

Please find hereafter a few comments about the projects: 

ILO - Basic Skill Training (to be redesigned) 
UNIDO - Extension Services to Industrial Serais 
UNIDO - Industrial Management Training Centre 

The ILO project, if reconsidered at the level of objectives and 
targets, could be of great interest for reconstruction and 
rehabilitation of a community's facilities using and developing 
the ILO previous experience in Quetta and applying it extensively 
in Afghanistan. For the time being, the Prodoc is a bit 
unrealistic (inputs/outputs) and moreover, would duplicate and 
o\·erlap with the two following UNIDO projects. See the comments 
on ILO project, hereafter. 

The two UNIDO projects: 

: AFG/85/018 - Extension Services to Industrial Serais 
, AFG/88/251 - Industrial l'1anage11ent Training Centre 

are complementary and are applied on two field~ of activity: 
Handicrafts (Industrial Serais) AFG/851018 

' - Manufacturing (Industrial Parks) AFG/88j251 
' ' 

It Heems advisable to define clearly the objectives, targets and 
po~sible complementarity of the 3 projects. 
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COMMENT ON: EXTENSION SERVICES FOR INDUSTRIAL SERAIS 
48 aonths, Kabul, Hazar-i-Sharif, UNIDO, AFG/85/018 

Project document: extremely clear, 
Please refer to the Prodoc itself. 
just a few remarks: 

Context analvsis very clear, 
justification 

well documented, consistent. 
In order to make it short, 

like is also the project 

To erect the Industrial Serai No: 2 in Mazar-i-Sharif and to 
develop in it a "Family" of traditional handicrafts activities 
such as textile and skins leather, carpet/rug weaving, 
embrojdcry, tailoring, leather and suede product, knitting, silk 
weaving, jewelry, is perfectly logical since Mazar has an old 
brilliant tradition in these areas. In order to keep the old 
know-ho~. the project should search among the "Ancients" those 
who could help to revive such know-how, and, products design 
will have to keep up Afghan authenticity. The Industrial Serai 
No: 3 in Kabul, comprises of metal, ~ood and plastic processing 
units, ~ill be of great help also. UNIDO is expected to bring in 
lhe appropriate technology (machin~ry), product design, quality 
improvemenl and export promotion for all 210 Uhits housed in the 
3 Serais. The project will operate mainly at the operators and 
supervisors level and its "Demonstration" component with 10 
"Demonstration Units" will have many positive motivating effects 
over thousands of craftsmen. 

•Project strategy and institutional arrangements at the level of 
co-ordination, CODAPI should imperatively be a member of the 
Project Advisory Committee since CODAPI is already taking care 
of most of the Serai No: 1 units and furthermore, with its new 
Industrial Management Training Centre (IMTC) CODAPI will be 
capable to provide the Serais with industrial management 
practices, the Serais being one target among others of 
CODAPl/IHTC (Project AFG/88/251). There will be a clear co-

, 

operation agreement between the two UNIDO projects, working vis-
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a-vis the Serais, on a continuous complementary process and 
CODAPl/IHTC will provide assistance to the "Extension Services 
for Industrial Serais" Project AFG/85/018 on punctual request 
basis. 

Development objective and immediate objectives: quite clear. 

Inputs: OK, but only 18 man-months for short-term consultants 
who are supposed to bring the adapted (to local conditions) 
technologies, seems a bit short since the UN Volunteers, 
eventhough they are Engineers graduates, don't know very much in 
terms of specific experience. The short-term Consultants should 
be experienced specialists, this is what is urgently needed by 
all small entrepreneurs. It would be advisable to spend the 18 
m/m on a continuous basis from the beginning of the project and 
afterwards to add 18 others m/m. Afghanistan needs specialized 
experts. 

CTA profile: He should re~lly be a practitioner (Engineering 
graduate} with a wide experience of such activities (handicrafts, 
textile leather goods, knitting and so on) and he also must 
have been an entrepreneur (medium and small-scale industry). Not 
easy to recruit! The whole project is based on his technical and 
managerial experience (that is also why an importaat input at the 
le\'el of short-term Consultants is advisable). If the CTA is not 
of strong calibre, the project will collapse. 

Conclusion: apart the above remarks, the project is well 
conceived, designed, the outputs uill certainly be important for 
the private sector of handicrafts and small-scale enterprises. 
The two UNIDO projects AFG/85/018 and AFG/88/251 are 
compleraentary. 
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COMMENT ON: AFGHAN VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROJECT 
2 years, Kabul, Hazar-i-Sharif, Quetta 

Cross Border -ILO 

1. The analysis of the context is good. It·is also obvious that 
UNDP should take appropriate action to save the outputs (and 
inputs . 1 million US$ in equipment) of the Afghan Refugee 
Vocational Training Project (VTP) in Balochistan, funded by 
UNHCR. Especially the fixed assets of the ILO Project Quetta 
should be transferred to UNDP Kabul (or at least the required 
funds should be provided in order to keep the Quetta Project on 
stand by). 

2. The project objectives are rather vague and there is a 
confusion within the targets themselves, government role, 
specialized national institutions or associations, public and 
private sector, industrial and rural environment. 

2.1. In Terms of an emergency programme, the whole part of the 
project related to rural environment is very good because of the 
immediate applications of such a programme by the communities 
it may be very advisable to concentrate and to reinforce the 
inputs in order to draw an optimal profit of the project mainly 
in two areas: 

- Basic skill training for reconstruction (proper 
local raw materials available, clay, wood, sand, 
rebuild the destroyed or damaged houses. 

use of 
water), 

the 
to 

- Basic skill training directly related to get rural life moving 
again i.e. basic carpentry, electricity installment, metal tool 
repairing, auto repairing, 
sanitation ~ater supply and 
rehabilitation. 

traditional tools for handicrafts, 
so on, for communities facilities 
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In this regard, the needs are huge and the idea t:::> de\'elop 

the mobile training units is excellent. 

2.2. As far as the professional activities are concerned the 1 1 
.. 0 

Prodoc can bring semantic confusion and we must give a clear 
definition of what we call Vocational Training and what skilled 
workers means - let us go through two different traditional 
activities like carpet-weaving or leather or fur goods and 

engineering for example. 

Carpet ~ea,·ins: any Afghan child who has been working in this 
area since 5/7 years knows much more t.r1ar. any ILO or UNIUO 
expert. He has integrated centuries of traditional practices. He 
is capab]e of memorizing (without any paper or device), hundreds 
of operations: in one word, he is a skilled worker. Isn't he? 

Engineering: in Kabul some children 15 years old have often 4 or 
~ years of practice on machine tools. They are capable of 
operating a lathe, a grinding machine and of reproducing spare 
parts or grinding a crankshafts or engine valves, using micro
meters and others measuring instruments. They are, at least 
semi-skilled or skilled workers eventhough they don't know how 

to calculate economical cutting speeds. 

vocational training is really applied to get skilled workers. It 
takes time and there is no Vocational training worthy to speak 
of without professional trainers who are experts their 
speciality. Considering the UN staff inputs of this project: 
Cone CTA, only one ILO Vocational Training Expert and "government 
(?) training advisers"), how would it be possible to train 1,000 

skilled personnel? 

2. 3. 
85% 

It is now agreed and well understood by all concerned 
of the country's exports of manufactured goods are made 

that 
by 

the private sector. Subsequently, and it is the new government 
policy, all inputs available must be injected through the private 
sector. How could the Ministries, which do not have the 
required number of experienced civil servants, for <policy 
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mall. i ug, regulations, coordination socio-economic development 
planl be capable of dealing with vocational· training matters? 
Furthermore the following institutions should have been taken 
into consideration: 

The Ceritral Office for Development and Promotion of Private 
Investment (CODAPll is on the verge of setting up an Industrial 
Management Training Centre to develop entrepreneurship anJ lake 
care of 400 medium or small scale enterprises (or of the new 
ones, one hundred a year). lAFG/88/251). 

The Industrial Development Bank of Afghanistan (IDBA) is on the 
verge of erecting new Industrial Serais (1 in Kabul, 1 in Hazar
i-Sharif) after a successful implementation of the first 
"Baricote Industrial Serai" in Kabul. All these Industrial 
Serais have handicraft development as their main objective. An 
appropriate UNDP/UNIDO Project is ready to be implemented. 
(AFG/85/018). 

The Afghan Manufactu~ers Association with 300 members is very 
active and, with CODAPI constitutes a very effective link between 
industrialists . and entrepreneurs of the Private Sector and the 
Government. If any serious so-called "Vocational Training" 
Project is to be created it should be ciosely linked with the 
above specialized institutions and associations. 

3. Conclusion and recommendations 

The objectives of the ILO project are too vague, the targets are 
not sufficiently defined, the inp~ts do not accord with the 
intricacy of such a project and moreover the existing 
institutions which are specialized in private sector 
development !CODAPI, IDBA, AHA). 'have not been taken into 
consider~tion for the implementation~ Never~heless, the project's 
objectiv~s related to the rural envlronmen~ and refugee VTP are 
pertinent. 
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It is recommended to concentrate the inputs of the project on the 
following applications: 

- Basic Skill Training, for reconstruction of houses destroyed. 

- Basic Skill Training, for rehabilitation of the coaaunities 
facilities (basic tools for basic carpentry, metal working, 
electricity sanitation, water supply and so on). 

As far as handicrafts (traditional) and aedium or saall-scale 
enterprises are concerned (manufacturing) we shall have: 

a) The Industrial Serais Project (extension and services) which 
is perfectly adapted and will cover Kabul, Hazar-i-Sharif and 
progressively others provinces (AFG/85/018) - production 
methods, product quality and design, export promotion. 

bl Tbe CODAPI Industrial Management Training Centre CIMTC) 
AF~/88/251 which aim is to develop the industrial management 
practices of 700 small-scale and medium enterprises, will 
especially develop tailored entrepreneurship programmes. 
Training of Trainers for industry is also a part of its 
objectives. 

For these two above projects, the institutional arrangements are 
clear. The two projects are tailored to fit with the Private 
Sector < 100 % ) • 

In order to avoid confusion, duplication and :overlapping, it 
would be advisable that ILO reconsider it's project document and, 
taking advantage of it's VTP good experienc~, in Quetta, to 
enlarge it through the whole country of Afghanistan. 
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A Vocational Training system is highly needed, but it will be, 
for the future an integrated systea inside the Industrial Network 
of the Private Sector. It is not a siaple affair and the present 
ILO Prodoc is not adequate for that purpose. 

' 

Unqer the above conditions a revised ILO project docuaent 
should ,be considered as an eaergency prograaae and would 
certainly be supported by UNDP. 
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• UNDP P•ckage for rehabilitation and 
industrial development in Afghanistan 

ILO - AFC?/?. UMIDO - AFC/85/018 and AFC/88/251 

A. Recoostruction and rural CCllllllUDities facilities rehabilitation. 

ILO Pro ect "a.sic skill trainin "• 24 80Dths (Prodoc to be redesigned as hereafter). 
11ae present title is Afghan Vocational Training System~. 

Vhere 

Rural environment 
- villages 
- small touns daaaged 
- Qtletta/cross border 
~bul. 

Extensively through 
the country. 

Government Executing 
Agency: Hinistry of Rural 
Development (?) 

Targets 

- Refugees coaing 
back hoae 

- uneaployed unskilled 
people. villagers 

- isolated saall 
enterprises (not 
housed in Serais nor 
in Industrial Parks). 

Ob]ectives/Outputs 

l. Self-reconstruction of houses. 
2. Basic sill training ueedelto 

restore ca..unities facilities 
(carpentry. metal vorks. vater 
supply. sanitation). 
Squads of reconstructers trained. 
Instructors trained. 
Equipaent of additional Mobile 
Training Units/Teaas trained. 

B. Handicrafts developitent and expart prOllOtion through UNIDO 
AFC/85/018 -''Extension Services to Industrial Serais ~ 46 months 

~bu! 

Industrial Serais 
lfo: 1 and 3 
Hazar-i-Sharif 
Industrial Serai No: 2 

then ••• 
others provinces. 
Government Executing 
Agency: IDBA 

- 4000 craft.en 
in Serais 1 0 II, III 

+ 

1. Iaprovement in production methods. 
products quality and design over 
210 handicrafts Units. 

- 10 De910nstration Units. 
Effects over 55/65000 
employees in 
handicrafts. 

2.Export Promotion for 40 Units. 
primarily froa Ind. Serai No: 2 
Hazar-i-Sharif. 

3.Develop counterpart capabilities 
to carry out independeAti'j the 
extension services after project 
teraination. 

C. Manufacturing Productivity Improvement through UNIDO 
AFG/88/251 ,.. Industrial Manageaent Training Centre""' 36 aonths 
under Central Office for Development and Promotion of Private Investment (CODAPI) 

ICabul 
"CODAPI/IMTC" 

Mazar- i-Shari f 
IMTC/Cell 

+ 
Audits. seainars, 
consultancy assistance 
to other provinces. 

Covernaent Executing 
Agency: CODAPI 

- 1000 mediua and 1. Strengthening of CODAPI 
small-scale enterprises a) Bringing in Hanageaent 
(Kabul + Mazar-i-Sharif) Expertise to CODAPI, staff (50) 

- 3000 Managers. techni- b) set up of a computer-unit (15) 
cians, supervisors from: 
- Industrial Serais 2.Set up of an Industrial Manage-
- Industrial Parks ment Centre CIMTC) 

- 60 Enterprises choosen Training of Trainers - TOT/20 
a• focal points for Training of Hanagers-Technicien• 
Productivity laproveaent. 

- 300 potential enterpre- 3.Direct applications of Ind.Mana-
neurs. geaent Techniques in the field, 

thanks to: IHTC's training 
activitiea. CODAPI's Consultancy, 
Assistance, and CODAPl/lHTC: 
lauchlng of Entrepreneurship 
Development Progra~. 




